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 release cost? tat1: try to keep it on one line please tat1: it's free tat1: The OS/2 version was free as well tat1: yeah, I think it's
free, but he didn't say the Windows one wasn't free, iirc at least not the ones that i knew about didn't end up knowing much

about OS2 back then i'd always bought PC computer games and never had a copy of os2 on my computers really old old the one
you had on your Amiga i remember what os2 did back then, but i didn't really use it much heh, mostly was just used for

recovery and other tools in fact, i had to learn how to program in os2 to develop for the amiga back in the day, i never expected
to have to program for anything else now i do all my development for linux and stuff not to be all negative, but i'm sure

everyone has to learn eventually... s/linux/windows/ i switched from win95 to 98 for my parents about a year before i went to
university 98 was such a nice upgrade, i had to laugh at the old timers complaining about it but i still kinda miss it os2 came
along at the right time when i was at a crossroads with a lot of my software projects at that time being more native/linux and

mac than windows but i didn't see that becoming my primary focus in life back then i wish i did but i guess i was more
interested in my own life than anything like that os2 was a transition between the old and new, it was popular in the mid to late

90s and it had a really nice gui the developers at the time had this f3e1b3768c
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